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Abstract: Electric vehicles require sufficient public charging infrastructure. This in turn necessitates
detailed information on charging demand. In this paper we present a four-step approach to estimating
public charging demand of electric vehicles. Previous methods are limited in their ability to provide
differentiated results and adapt to future developments. Therefore, we account for user groups
(private, carsharing, commercial), technical developments (vehicles, infrastructure), infrastructure
availability, and carsharing development (operational area, business models, autonomous vehicles).
Our approach also considers the interactions between these factors and allows for scenario analysis
yielding the quantity and spatial distribution of public charging demand. We demonstrate our
approach for Berlin, Germany. We find that the majority of public charging demand results from
carsharing. This demand is concentrated in the city center, even when carsharing is available citywide.
Public charging demand for commercial users is relatively low and located outside the city center. For
private users, public charging demand shifts to the city center with an increasing market penetration of
electric vehicles and technological advancements (increased range, charging speed). Public demand
from private users increases dramatically when private infrastructure is absent. Finally, public
charging demand shifts to the city center when private users do not have private infrastructure.

Keywords: electric vehicles; charging demand; public charging infrastructure; autonomous vehicles;
carsharing

1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction

Numerous approaches have been developed to estimate public charging demand of electric
vehicles. However, it is not clear who will use the bulk of electric vehicles and how they will be used.
Private users can modify their travel behavior to some extent, but their public charging is strongly
affected by the ability to charge privately at home. Flexible carsharing users typically only complete a
single trip and these vehicles require public charging infrastructure. Finally, commercial users follow
fixed routes and may have access to private infrastructure. Thus public charging demand will very
likely differ based on the user group in question. Differences in charging demand per user groups are
not yet known.

In addition to user groups, technological developments (e.g., range and charging technology),
autonomous vehicles, development of carsharing, infrastructure availability, and numerous other factors
will strongly affect the amount and spatial distribution of public charging demand. The interactions
between these factors are also critical. Previous approaches to determine the charging demand are
limited in their ability to account for these factors and, thus, to adapt to future developments.
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Consequently, we present a new approach to determine charging demand considering user-groups,
technological developments, autonomous vehicles, carsharing, infrastructure availability, and spatial
distribution. This approach is user-focused and allows for scenario analysis. This enables us to
identify future characteristics of charging demand for different user groups and scenarios to support a
demand-oriented expansion of public charging infrastructure.

1.2. Literature Review

Electric vehicles can reduce greenhouse gas emissions assuming they utilize electricity from
renewable energy sources [1–5]. However, the lack of sufficient infrastructure is a major barrier to the
adoption of electric vehicles [6,7]. Given the importance of charging infrastructure, there are numerous
approaches to determine the quantity and location of public infrastructure. These approaches are
either demand-oriented (i.e., simulation-based) or supply-oriented (i.e., optimization-based).

1.2.1. Demand-Oriented Approaches

We first review the demand-oriented approaches. The demand-oriented approaches can be
divided into three categories: activity-based models, behavioral models, and traffic flow models.
Using an activity-based approach, Dong et al. investigate whether BEVs are suitable for daily activities
using empirically collected road data via GPS tracking [8]. They calculate optimal locations for charging
infrastructure and conclude that locating charging infrastructure based on daily activities can increase
BEV usage. Cavadas et al. examine activity behavior from empirical data [9]. In addition to modeling
travel activities, they include the demand transfer, which would occur due to the occupancy of the
charging infrastructure by other vehicles. Brooker and Qin use national travel survey data to determine
the charging demand [10]. Paffumi et al. use real-world driving data from conventional fuel vehicles
to estimate charging demand [11].

Similar to activity-based research, behavior-based studies focus on the behavior of vehicle users.
The difference, however, is that only certain sections of daily activities are considered. Chen et al.
use empirically measured parking behavior in zones where charging infrastructure locations should
be placed [12]. The location and length of parking events are used as variables to calculate the
demand for charging infrastructure. Helmus and van den Hoed, on the other hand, look at charging
behavior [13]. They develop a typology of charging behavior to identify specific charging patterns in
specific locations. Yang developed a user-choice model to locate fast-charging stations and provides
insights into user-choice models [14]. Gnann et al. estimate fast-charging infrastructure needs analyzing
current charging behavior from a large charging data set and queuing model [15]. Other work by
Gnann, Plötz and Wietschel utilizes an agent-based market diffusion model [16].

In comparison to these approaches, other studies use traffic flow simulations to estimate charging
infrastructure. Li and Huang present a traffic flow based selection model, including possible routes
between origin and destination [17]. Building on this, they develop an infrastructure model that
minimizes the cost of long-distance transportation for electric vehicles. He et al. describe charging
as multi-class network equilibrium flow pattern, which they solve using an iterative procedure to
determine infrastructure location [18]. Finally, Olivella-Rosell et al. use an agent-based model to
determine electric vehicle charging demand [19].

1.2.2. Supply-Oriented Approaches

Next, we review the supply-oriented approaches. The supply-oriented approaches focus on
optimizing fleets and scheduling at specific stations, assuming that the charging locations are predefined.
Sathaye and Kelley develop a continuous optimization approach to identify the minimum charging
infrastructure along highway corridors [20]. Lam et al. generate charging infrastructure selection
zones that simultaneously minimize construction costs and optimize coverage [21]. Tian et al. optimize
station location considering charging behavior [22]. They find that prior to optimizing station location,
charging behavior must be forecast.
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Chen and Hua use gas station locations as candidate sites, which are then rated according to a
set-coverage and spatial-load forecasting model [23]. Frade et al. studied the location of infrastructure
using a methodology of maximum coverage to optimize demand covered [24]. Using the battery
capacity and associated charging capabilities Nie and Ghamami develop a method to reach a certain
pre-established level of service [25]. Yao et al. set the route choice of electric vehicle users in relation to
the state-of-charge (SOC) in order to arrive at a level of service location model [26]. Finally, Jung et al.
utilize a simulation-based optimization problem to determine infrastructure location for shared electric
taxis [27].

1.3. A New Approach

Consequently, numerous studies focus on the general evaluation of infrastructure to support
electric vehicles. However, these approaches do not sufficiently account for user groups, technology
developments, autonomous vehicles, carsharing, infrastructure, and the interactions of these factors
now and in the future. Therefore, we present a four-step approach to account for these factors,
their interactions, and future scenarios. Applying the approach to a case study, we determine the
quantity and spatial distribution of charging demand differentiated by these factors in anticipated
future scenarios.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next we present the methodology, which outlines
our four-step approach to estimating public charging demand. To illustrate our approach, we apply
it to the case study of Berlin, Germany. We present the data, models, and the development of the
scenarios. After applying the approach to Berlin, the results are summarized. This is followed by a
discussion and recommendations. Finally, we present conclusions of the work, identify limitations of
the research, and present future areas for continued investigation.

2. Methodology

There are four steps in our approach to estimating public charging demand of electric vehicles
(Figure 1). The approach accounts for three user groups: private, carsharing, and commercial. First,
existing transport models generate input data (Step I). These data represent mobility demand for
each user group. Second, these data are combined with user group input data to generate enhanced
input data (Step II). These user group input data are determined from previous studies and existing
empirical data sources. The enhanced input data include probabilities of using electric vehicles based
on empirical data. Third, based on findings from qualitative expert interviews, scenarios are developed
independently from the input data and are the same for every user group (Step III). Fourth, we develop
charging behavior models to simulate the charging demand for each user group (Step IV). The models
use the enhanced input data and are run for each scenario resulting in charging demand. Figure 1
provides an overview of our approach.

In order to illustrate our approach, we apply it to Berlin. This case study allows us to utilize
data on electric vehicles, electric vehicle users, mobility behavior, urban structure, and other relevant
factors. We select Berlin as the case study, due to the availability of detailed models (i.e., travel
simulation models) and data (i.e., electric vehicle users, carsharing programs, carsharing user data).
Furthermore, Berlin is one of Europe’s metropolitan areas with a dynamic market of flexible carsharing.
The municipality of Berlin also supports electric vehicles and flexible carsharing through public
charging infrastructure, which allows for the application of our approach.

As context for the case study, Germany aimed to have one million electric vehicles on the road by
2020 and six million by 2030 [28]. By 2020 the government wants 100,000 public charging points, of
which a third should be fast-charging points [29]. As of October 1, 2019, there are 145,933 battery-electric
vehicles (BEVs) and 115,623 plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) for a total of 261,600 electric
vehicles in Germany [30]. In the next sections, we outline the four-steps in our approach.
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Figure 1. Overview of our four-step approach to estimating public charging demand. Step I—Transport
models generate input data. Step II—Enhanced input data added. Step III—Scenario development.
Step IV—Charging behavior models simulate charging demand. (Abbreviations: TAPAS—Travel
Activity Patterns Simulation, VISUM—Macroscopic traffic model of Berlin, CTM—Commercial
Transport Model).

2.1. Step I—Transport Models Generate Input Data

We first select existing transport models to generate the model input data. In general, these data
have the form of origin-destination-matrices with differing specifications regarding the trip, the person,
the household or company, and partially provide trip-chains. The models and the resulting data are
organized by user group below.

2.1.1. Private Users

In order to determine the mobility demand for private users, we use the Travel and Activity
Patterns Simulation (TAPAS) model [31]. This demand model utilizes a synthetic population, which
represents a realistic representation of the population from different data sources accounting for
socio-economic and demographic characteristics of persons and households. In the simulation, each
person is assigned a daily schedule with individual activities for that day.

The output of this model is the entire traffic demand for one day in Berlin structured in complete
trip chains for each person. These trip chains are essential when using the person and household-related
behavior throughout the entire day. Each trip includes several parameters, such as mode of transport,
purpose, origin and destination, and personal and household information. We use a subset of 4.3 million
trips (only car trips)

2.1.2. Carsharing Users

To generate model input data for carsharing, we utilize VISUM, the official macroscopic traffic
model of Berlin [32]. This model provides origin-destination-matrices for motorized transport for
the spatial layer of transport cells. The data include information on trip purpose, but there is no
information on trip-chains. We utilize these fine-grained purpose-related origin-destination matrices to
refine user-group-specific input data gathered from several different sources. The core of this method
uses the Berlin dataset from the municipal household travel survey System of Representative Traffic
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Surveys [33]. This municipal dataset includes information on geocoded trips, households, and person
for more than 40,000 participants.

2.1.3. Commercial Users

Commercial users of electric vehicles are limited to passenger transportation and light commercial
vehicles. Traffic demand for commercial transport is generated using the Commercial Transport Model
(CTM) [34]. Here we use a methodology that carries out a single simulation for each vehicle based on
trip diaries. Iterating for all vehicles, all passenger and freight traffic with light commercial vehicles is
generated for an average workday in Berlin.

In order to address the fine-grained pattern of passenger and freight transport with light commercial
vehicles, a synthetically generated economic structure is used as a basis for the model in which the
companies in the study area are located at actual buildings. The number of trips, and consequently,
the number of vehicles per company in the study area is determined on the basis of average data.
These trip chains are then transferred to the area under consideration in the model so that exact time
and spatial resolution is possible. We use these geocoded trip chains with information about the
company as model output data. As companies’ specifications for both using electric vehicles and the
model output are less explicit than for other user groups, we do not enhance the model output data
with probabilities for commercial users.

2.2. Step II—Enhanced Input Data Added

In the second step, further user group input data are determined from previous studies and
existing empirical data sources to enhance data resulting from the transport models. This step allows
assigning probabilities of using electric vehicles for each trip based on empiric data which is essential
for the simulation. We do this for private and carsharing users.

2.2.1. Private Users

For private users, we use data from the study First Users of Electric Vehicles in Germany [35]
to estimate the probability of using an electric vehicle based on sociodemographic and spatial data.
This allows us to utilize the first census of real-world electric vehicle users without relying on
simulation model results. Next, the distribution of personal and household sociodemographic data is
identified. The study also shows a connection between the residential structure and electric vehicle
procurement [35]. To enable a more realistic allocation of electric vehicle probabilities, the residential
addresses of households are supplemented by private parking data. To estimate the allocation of
electric vehicles based on sociodemographic data and the availability of private parking, “early-adopter
weighting” is developed which takes both variables into account (i.e., sociodemographic data and
availability of private parking). We define a second weighting according to the empirical distribution
of electric vehicle users with probabilities of electric vehicle use (“early-majority weighting”) using
only sociodemographic data. This weighting is later used to analyze the demands of early private
users without private charging infrastructure. Based on this, we determine the trips done by electric
vehicles for different diffusion rates and different significance of private charging infrastructure.

2.2.2. Carsharing Users

The carsharing data is enhanced with estimated probabilities of using carsharing for each trip.
To approximate the probability of using carsharing, we analyze the profiles of current users of
carsharing, as well as characteristics of trips which are currently done by carsharing. We use data from
a survey with a random sample of 1071 users of flexible carsharing in Berlin for socio-demography
data and an in-car survey with 2850 recorded trips for trip characteristics (“baseline weighting”) [36].

As a result, the weighted data approximates the carsharing demand based on the socio-demography
of carsharing users and the route characteristics of the carsharing trips traveled. This represents the
present state of carsharing users. To foresee future developments of carsharing, we develop a broader
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weighting (“established weighting”) where the probability distribution of users’ sociodemographics
and trip characteristics are widened. The output of this method is an origin-destination matrix of trips
in Berlin assigned with the probability of using a flexible carsharing vehicle for this trip as described
above. These data do not include trip chains as vehicles are used by several different drivers.

2.3. Step III—Scenario Development

Having determined the input data above, we now present the scenario development. The scenarios are
determined using expert interviews. This step is performed independently from the quantitative data
used. We use a structured interview of twenty experts for their assessment in six areas. The first three
areas are market diffusion (expected number of electric vehicles), dissemination of BEVs versus PHEVs,
and anticipated user groups of charging infrastructure. The remaining areas are the psychological
aspects of charging infrastructure, desired charging speeds, and locating public charging infrastructure.
The interview questions and associated information are developed based on a literature review (e.g.,
Reference [37]).

We conduct a qualitative analysis of the interview results. The analysis shows that there are
diverging and partly contradictory opinions on key variables. Hence, different future developments
seem feasible. Thus, the interviewees’ statements were condensed to individual future scenarios,
mediating within clusters of similar future perception, but keeping contrary opinions. Thus, expert
interviews are used to determine the five scenarios presented below. They vary the diffusion of electric
vehicles, technical characteristics, user behavior, and carsharing business models. Each scenario
accounts for the three user groups resulting in fifteen future development pathways for public charging
demand. Table 1 provides an overview of all parameters varied in the different scenarios.
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Table 1. Summary of the five scenarios.

1. Baseline 2. Trend-AC 3. Trend-DC 4. Accelerated 5. Autonomous

Pathway 1P 1CS 1C 2P 2CS 2C 3P 3CS 3C 4P 4CS 4C 5P 5CS 5C

User group Private CS Comm Private CS Comm Private CS Comm Private CS Comm Private CS Comm

Fleet size 510 306 350 3510 500 2340 3510 500 2340 3510 500 2340 9000 5000 6000

Charging technology AC AC AC AC AC AC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC

Range (km) 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 350 350 350

Operation area Small Small Small Large Large

CS Relocate 72 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 10 min

Charging simulation
model Cond E&C Cond Cond E&C Cond Cond E&C Cond Cond E&C Cond Cond E&C Cond

Min remaining range 25% 40
km

25% 40
km

11% 40
km

11% 40
km

3% 10
km

Assign EA Base-line EA Base-line EA Base-line EM Est EM Est

(“Baseline,” “Trend-AC,” “Trend-DC,” “Accelerated,” “Autonomous Driving”), three user groups (Private, Carsharing, Commercial), and resulting in fifteen pathways (e.g., 1P, 1CS, 1C).
(Abreviations: Assign—assignment, Comm—commercial, CS—carsharing, Cond—conditional, EA—early adopter, E&C—empty and charge, EM—early majority, Est—established,
Oper—operational.)
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2.3.1. Baseline

The “Baseline” scenario describes the current situation in Germany. The fleet size corresponds
to the information provided by the German Federal Motor Transport Authority [30] and is divided
into private and commercial use according to the results of Frenzel et al. [35]. For the allocation of the
private vehicles, the “early-adopter weighting” is used. Accordingly, all private and commercial users
have access to private charging infrastructure. The potential for carsharing is weighted according
to the sociodemographic profile of current users following the “baseline weighting.” AC charging
technology (AC) is used in all cases, and the charging speed is 5 km per minute. The gross range of
vehicles is 150 km, and carsharing vehicles must be charged if the SOC is less than 25% at the end of a
trip. If a carsharing vehicle is not used for 72 h, it is relocated to an area of more activity.

2.3.2. Trend-AC 2030

For the “Trend-AC” scenario, the fleet expands to 6350 vehicles with the same ratio between
private and commercial vehicles as foreseen by the experts. For the carsharing business model, we
introduce a relocation incentive which motivates users to move inactive carsharing vehicles. For the
simulation, this results in the modeled movement of carsharing vehicles after 24 h of inactivity. This is
based on future plans from carsharing fleet operators.

2.3.3. Trend-DC 2030

The “Trend-DC” scenario determines the influence of charging speed on charging demand. For this
scenario, we increase the charging speed to 10 km per minute. We label this scenario DC charging, but
the scenario also accounts for fast AC charging infrastructure meeting the required charging speed.

2.3.4. Accelerated 2030

In comparison with the “Trend-DC” scenario, in the “Accelerated” scenario, the group of private
users is extended to users without a private charging option. The early-majority assignment of vehicles
means that they are allocated only on the basis of sociodemographic factors (“early-majority weighting”).
In contrast to the scenarios described above, private charging is not used as an allocation criterion.

2.3.5. Autonomous Driving

The “Autonomous Driving” scenario combines optimistic expectations regarding the development
of the vehicle stock with future technological advances. There are 15,000 private and commercial
vehicles and 5000 carsharing vehicles. This scenario approximates the automation of a fleet of electric
taxis. This is accompanied by expanding the operational area of carsharing to the entire city and
using the established group of carsharing users (“established weighting”). The range of the vehicles
is increased to 350 km. After ten minutes of inactivity, carsharing vehicles drive to the next demand
location. This reflects the autonomous carsharing fleet where vehicles autonomously pick up the next
passenger. At the same time, the remaining range until the vehicle has to be charged reduced to 10 km
(3%) because no user-bias has to be taken into account.

2.4. Step IV—Charging Behavior Models Simulate Charging Demand

Next, we build a charging simulation model to simulate the decision process for charging.
This section outlines how the simulation of charging demand is determined. Using different
methodology and data for three user groups and five scenarios allow us to estimate individual
charging demand. Furthermore, the significance of various future parameters, such as technical
characteristics, user behavior, and carsharing business models can be analyzed.

For the simulation, we use two charging behavior models. The fist charging behavior model is the
simple “empty and charge” model. The second is the more complex “conditional charging” model.
The “empty and charge” model functions as follows. If at the end of the trip, the vehicle SOC is below
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a defined minimum, a virtual charging process is initiated at that location, and the charging demand is
documented temporally and spatially. In this case, vehicles are only charged when the SOC is low and
charged until the maximum possible charge level is reached (i.e., fully charged). For carsharing users,
the “empty and charge” model is used. Vehicles are charged exclusively with public infrastructure.

In comparison, private and commercial users cannot spontaneously charge their vehicles at the
end of every trip. Rather, their mobility must be planned to ensure completion of all trips. In addition,
early-adopter private users predominantly have their own charging infrastructure. However, in the
future, there is also the potential for electric vehicle owners without private charging options.
The distinction between the charging location and the charging demand at private infrastructure is
thus implemented in the more complex “conditional charge” model (Figure 2). Public charging sites
include public streets, as well as semi-public areas (e.g., parking garages).Sustainability 2019, 11, 5925 10 of 21 
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Figure 2 shows the decision-making process (“conditional charge”) implemented in the simulation.
This process is divided into the decision before the trip and the decision after the trip. Before the trip,
the simulation checks whether the intended trip can be completed. If the vehicle’s remaining SOC is
insufficient, charging is documented (a virtual charge is started) and the trip is postponed until the
battery charge level is sufficient to complete the trip. The model asks if a preferred charging point (e.g.,
private charging infrastructure) can be reached with the remaining range. If not, the parking duration
and the achievable SOC are used to check which point within the further trip chain is best to charge at
public infrastructure. Places where vehicles are parked for a longer time are more likely to be charging
locations. Even if the next preference point is reachable, there is a low possibility of intermediate
charging. On the basis of the parking duration and the remaining range, this probability is estimated.

All carsharing vehicles are fully charged on the first day of the simulation. During the course of
the day, they are driven to the minimum remaining SOC. Depending on the distribution of the vehicles’
trip chains and the duration of the trips, the charge starts at different times. After the first day, the
charging is distributed over the course of a day.

For the analysis, we utilize traffic districts, which are the smallest spatial divisions used for
transportation analysis in Berlin. Sensitivity checks of the charging demand between the traffic districts
within the simulation days show that the relative distribution of the charging demand between the
traffic districts after the transient phase is subject to minor fluctuations. The result is the average daily
charging demand, expressed in required charge for kilometers traveled per working day (km/WD). For
example, if a vehicle drives a total of 150 km on three days and has to charge on the third day, the
third day will require 150 km of charging. The average of the summed charges per day and traffic
district after the transient phase gives the average daily charging demand. This average daily charging
demand is unit independent of charge type or charging technology.
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3. Results

3.1. Charging Demand

The charging simulation model is run for different scenarios (Step IV) yielding charging demand.
To present the results, the quantity of charging demand for each scenario is visually illustrated
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Public versus private average daily charging demand per working day (1000 km/24 h)
per scenario.

The “Baseline” scenario has a charging demand of approximately 32,000 km/WD. In contrast,
the trend scenarios "Trend-AC," "Trend-DC," and "Accelerated" account for around seven times this
charging demand (210,000 to 240,000 km/WD). This is mainly attributed to fleet growth. In the
“Autonomous Driving” scenario, the charging demand increases to approximately 24 times that of
the “Baseline” scenario with 766,000 km/WD. The distinction of charging infrastructure in private and
public spaces is presented in Figure 3.

In the “Baseline,” “Trend-AC,” and “Trend-DC” scenarios, the majority of the charging demand is
generated at private infrastructure. In the “Baseline” scenario, about 38% of the charging demand
arises in public spaces. From the “Accelerated” scenario, the share of public charging demand increases
significantly, and in the “Autonomous Driving” scenario it is more than 85%.

Figure 4 shows the average daily charging demand per working day in public space according
to the user group and scenario. For all scenarios, the majority of public charging demand arises
from free-floating carsharing vehicles. In the scenarios “Accelerated” and “Autonomous Driving,”
private charging makes up significant shares with 37% and 25% of the public demand. The demand
for commercial users is very low and comprises 0.2% and 7% for “Autonomous Driving” and
“Trend-AC”, respectively.
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The simulation results also allow the distinction of the charging demand by location (cell), space
(public, private), user group (private, commercial, car sharing) and time (per 15-min-interval). Figure 5
shows the average charging demand (initialization of the charging process) of the carsharing user
group in public space for the overall area. As seen, the charging demand peaks in the afternoon and
early evening hours. In the independent system, all charging demand is initiated by users only (no
overnight street charging). All scenarios have a similar distribution over the course of the day.
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3.2. Spatial Distribution of Public Charging Infrastructure

Next, the spatial distribution of public charging demand is determined for traffic districts in Berlin
for the 15 pathways. Representative results are presented in the following paragraphs and figures.
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3.2.1. “Baseline” and “Trend-AC” for Private Users

The spatial distribution of public charging demand for the “Baseline” and “Trend-AC” scenarios is
similar for private and commercial users. Using the example of private users in the “Baseline” scenario,
Figure 6 shows that the outer city, and in particular in the south and north-west, have high demand.
As explained earlier, the public charging demand of private and commercial users in the “Baseline” and
“Trend-AC” scenario is low. Only seven traffic districts have more than 1 km of public charging demand
per day from private users whereas about 333 traffic districts have a charging demand between 0.1
and 1 km. Charging demand for all these traffic districts is mainly due to intermediate charging from
range anxiety. After longer trips in the outer city, range anxiety increases, as well as the probability
of intermediate charging. The spatial distribution of the charging demand is similar between the
“Baseline” and the “Trend-AC” scenarios, and the magnitude of the public charging demand increases
in relation to fleet size.
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assigning dark red to the maximum value and scaling the other values in accordance.

3.2.2. “Baseline” and “Trend-AC” for Commercial Users

For commercial users, the spatial priorities are even more pronounced in the outer city (Figure 7).
Despite smaller fleets compared to private vehicles, there is higher public charging. Commercial users
have longer trips than private users. In addition, daily routes of commercial users consist of more
individual trips (often two to three trips) than trip chains of private users. In some cases, charging
during trip chains cannot be completed, due to short parking durations of commercial users.
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The charging demand for commercial users in the “Baseline” scenario mainly arises due to
intermediate charging and the inability to reach the next destination. The traffic district with the
maximum average public charging demand from commercial users in the “Baseline” scenario is 13 km
per day. The charging demand of the top ten traffic districts is 4 km or more per day. This illustrates the
small quantity of public charging. For a vehicle with a 150 km range, the highest charging demand in a
traffic district is a single charge every ten days. Only ten traffic districts have a vehicle fully charged
more than once a month. In about 80 traffic districts, a vehicle is only fully charged for commercial use
once per quarter.

In the “Trend-AC” scenario, the public charging demand of commercial users increases in
proportion to fleet size. The spatial distribution remains comparable to the “Baseline” scenario.
The traffic district with the maximum demand has a vehicle fully charge every 1.5 days. There are ten
traffic districts where a vehicle fully charges every five days, and 100 traffic districts where a vehicle
fully charges every two weeks.

3.2.3. “Trend-DC” for Private and Commercial Users

Public charging demand for private and commercial users decreases in the “Trend-DC” scenario
as private charging infrastructure can be used to fully charge vehicles with shorter parking durations
on private property. For private users, the low public charging demand shifts from the outer city to the
city center. Private users in this scenario typically live in the outer city. Public charging demand is
highly dispersed in the city center. Similarly, charging demand of commercial users shows a broader
distribution for the urban area in the “Trend-DC” scenario, and the focus on outer city areas is less
pronounced than in the “Baseline” and “Trend-AC” scenarios (Figure 8).
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with the highest demand has on average, three private vehicles fully charged per day using public 
infrastructure. More than one vehicle per day is charged in 130 traffic districts, and more than one 
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3.2.4. “Accelerated” for Private Users

Including users without private infrastructure increases public charging demand for private users
from less than 200 km per day to around 70,000 km per day. This corresponds to approximately
450 vehicles that are being fully charged every day in public areas. The traffic district with the highest
demand has on average, three private vehicles fully charged per day using public infrastructure.
More than one vehicle per day is charged in 130 traffic districts, and more than one vehicle is charged
every two days in an additional 400 traffic districts. The spatial distribution of the charging demand
shifts from the destination-related areas in the city center and outer city to residential and work-related
areas (Figure 9).
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3.2.5. “Autonomous Driving” for Private Users

In the “Autonomous Driving” scenario, public charging demand of private users is slightly lower
than the increase in fleet size. The spatial distribution of public charging demand remains constant for
private users, resulting mainly from users without private infrastructure. Due to the higher range,
private users with their own infrastructure have a significantly lower demand for public charging.
Demand for private users increases disproportionately compared to the fleet size increase.

3.2.6. “Baseline,” “Trend-AC,” and “Trend-DC” for Carsharing Users

The carsharing vehicles generate the highest public charging demand in all scenarios compared to
the other user groups. In contrast to private and commercial users, Figure 10 uses color coding for the
area of operation of carsharing vehicles (these vehicles do not operate everywhere in Berlin). Only the
290 traffic districts with the highest charging demand (of a total 583 traffic districts in the carsharing
operational area) are highlighted in color; the low demand traffic districts are left blank.
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Scenarios “Baseline” and “Trend-AC” for carsharing users has charging demand focused on the
operational areas of the city center. This reflects the approach that only origin-destination-relations
within the operational areas are made as carsharing trips. At the end of the trip, if required, charging
processes are initiated according to the charging behavior model “empty and charge.” The highest
demand arises in traffic districts with high terminating traffic, due to leisure and errand trips. In the
traffic district with the highest public charging demand for the “Baseline” scenario, there is the charging
demand of one charge per day with 110 km or about 11 h of AC charge.

In the “Trend-AC” scenario the carsharing fleet increases from 306 to 500 vehicles. Due to the
fleet expansion, more of the existing travel demand for carsharing trips can be completed. Reducing
the time until the carsharing vehicles are relocated results in higher utilization of the vehicles. As the
absolute public charging demand increases, the spatial distribution of the charging demand remains
constant compared to the “Baseline” scenario. The charging demand in the traffic district with the
highest demand is around 6.5 vehicles, each with a range of 110 km or 73 h of AC charge.
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In the “Trend-DC” scenario, technology development (i.e., DC charging) allows for faster charging.
As a consequence, more trips can be completed with these vehicles. This increases the absolute
number of trips made and the charging demand. Per vehicle and day, about 30 trips are carried out.
The charging demand is about 15% higher than the “Trend-AC” scenario. The spatial distribution of
the charging demand remains almost constant. The charging demand in the district with the highest
demand is now about 7.5 charges, each with 110 km or about 1.5 h of DC charge.

3.2.7. “Accelerated” for Carsharing

In the “Accelerated” scenario, the carsharing operational area is extended to the entire city.
The fleet remains constant at 500 vehicles. Because of this, more trips are carried out, resulting
in increased charging demand. The spatial distribution of the charging demand is more broadly
distributed over the city compared to the scenarios “Baseline” and “Trend” (Figure 11). The utilization
of the vehicles continues to increase to about 50 trips per day and vehicle. The highest charging
demand is still in the city center, but there are also high charging demands in parts of the outer city.
In the traffic district with the highest demand, there is a daily average of approximately six charges of
110 km each or a total of approximately 70 min of DC charge.
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3.2.8. “Autonomous Driving” for Carsharing Users

The “Autonomous Driving” scenario includes the fleet expansion of carsharing vehicles from
500 to 5000, a range increase from 150 to 350 km, and autonomous carsharing vehicles. In this scenario,
all requested trips can be carried out, and each vehicle drives about 100 km per day for 10 trips.
This educes the capacity utilization of the individual vehicles due to the fleet expansion compared to
the “Accelerated” scenario. The charging demand increases fourfold. The relative spatial distribution
remains constant (Figure 12). In the traffic district with the most demand, there is an average workday
demand for seven full charges each of 340 km and a total of approximately 4 h of DC charge.
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Figure 12. Relative spatial distribution of public charging demand: “Autonomous Driving” for
carsharing users (Pathway 5CS). Carsharing is available in the entire city.

Table 2 gives an overview of the results. It shows the top five cells with the highest demand in
each pathway. For detailed descriptions of the pathways see Table 1. Furthermore, it indicates the
spatial location (inside or outside the inner city) of the according cell. As seen, the top five cells for the
user group carsharing are located in the inner city for all scenarios. For private and commercial users,
most of the top five locations lie outside the inner city.
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Table 2. The top five cells with the most demand for each pathway. The percentage value indicates the
share of the total demand in the pathway in the according cell. Location indicates the spatial location
inside or outside the inner city.

1. Baseline
1P 1CS 1C

Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location
110913712 2.38% Outside 110310711 0.99% Inside 110913913 1.87% Outside
110100525 1.56% Inside 110311011 0.75% Inside 110913911 1.56% Outside
111209612 1.43% Outside 110311111 0.73% Inside 110913814 0.99% Outside
110707211 1.28% Outside 110211621 0.67% Inside 111019111 0.93% Outside
110404421 1.12% Inside 110211525 0.67% Inside 110913512 0.89% Outside

2. Trend-AC
2P 2CS 2C

Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location
110913712 2.38% Outside 110310711 1.12% Inside 110913913 1.97% Outside
110100525 1.61% Inside 110311111 0.81% Inside 110913911 1.56% Outside
111209612 1.43% Outside 110211613 0.75% Inside 110913512 1.07% Outside
110707211 1.28% Outside 110311011 0.75% Inside 111019111 1.01% Outside
110404421 1.12% Inside 110211525 0.73% Inside 110913814 0.94% Outside

3. Trend-DC
3P 3CS 3C

Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location
110913611 3.47% Outside 110310711 1.09% Inside 110913913 2.55% Outside
110604922 3.26% Outside 110311111 0.81% Inside 110913911 2.51% Outside
110912512 1.83% Outside 110211621 0.77% Inside 111019111 1.62% Outside
110605322 1.60% Outside 110211525 0.75% Inside 110913512 1.43% Outside
110315614 1.57% Outside 110311011 0.75% Inside 110913812 1.18% Outside

4. Accelerated
4P 4CS 4C

Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location
110808223 0.58% Outside 110310711 0.57% Inside 110913913 2.55% Outside
110808341 0.55% Outside 110807513 0.49% Inside 110913911 2.51% Outside
110502744 0.52% Outside 110201413 0.48% Inside 111019111 1.62% Outside
111209633 0.50% Outside 110211621 0.48% Inside 110913512 1.43% Outside
111117522 0.48% Outside 110211613 0.47% Inside 110913812 1.18% Outside

5. Autonomous
5P 5CS 5C

Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location Cell-ID Share Location
110808223 0.59% Outside 110807513 0.49% Inside 110913224 4.60% Outside
110808341 0.56% Outside 110310711 0.48% Inside 110913812 2.14% Outside
110502744 0.53% Outside 110201413 0.42% Inside 110310613 1.87% Inside
111209633 0.52% Outside 110211621 0.41% Inside 110808334 1.74% Outside
111117522 0.48% Outside 110211613 0.41% Inside 110605322 1.63% Outside

4. Discussion

The results show a strong variance of charging demand, as well as spatial distribution for the
different pathways. Regarding total charging demand, the results show that carsharing generates by
far the highest public charging demand in all scenarios: 62% in the “Accelerated” scenario to 97% in
the “Trend-DC” scenario. In the “Baseline” and the trend scenarios (i.e., “Trend-AC”, “Trend-DC”)
private users’ charging demand makes up only 1% of the demand in public areas. This reflects the
modeled behavior as electric vehicle users prefer their own private charging infrastructure. With
technical progress (i.e., fast-charging and increased range), the share of public charging for private and
commercial users declines. Long charging events at private infrastructure (e.g., overnight at home)
result in an increased range, due to the larger battery size. Furthermore, vehicles can charge faster at
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private charging infrastructure so the vehicles can be charged more often, even in short breaks. Due to
both these factors public intermediate charging becomes less critical.

Allocating electric vehicles to private users without private charging infrastructure dramatically
increases public charging demand. For the “Accelerated” scenario, the share of private users charging
at public infrastructure increases to 37% of the total demand at public stations. For commercial users,
the slightly higher share of public charging in the “Baseline” and the “Trend-AC” scenario decreases
significantly with technical progress (from about 7% to about 3%). This reflects the modeling of
commercial vehicles: they have more frequent and longer trips than private users. More than 1000 trip
chains have a daily mileage of more than 150 km and up to 600 km.

With regard to the spatial distribution of the charging demand, some fundamental trends are
recognizable. First, for commercial users, the very low public charging demand tends to be concentrated
in the outer city. Second, for private users initially (i.e., “Baseline” scenario), their main charging
demand is located in the city center and in the outer city. Third, having more users without private
charging infrastructure and over the course of technological development, the spatial distribution of
charging demand continues to concentrate in the city center. Finally, for flexible carsharing, the bulk of
the charging demand remains in the city center even when carsharing becomes much more popular and
widespread for increasing and diverse users, as well as an expansion to a citywide operational area.

The results highlight the importance of the user-centric approach, using appropriate data sources
and simulation methods. The needs and behavior of different user groups vary significantly. As seen,
this leads to significant differences in both charging demand and spatial distribution. This enhances
the value of the results of the user-centric approach compared to traffic flow analyses as discussed
above. Furthermore, the quantity and spatial distribution of charging demand vary in different future
scenarios making it important to consider future developments.

The limitations of the study are as follows. Mixed charging technology (i.e., both AC and DC
charging) has not been modeled. For example, a scenario could allow for slow private charging and
fast public charging. In addition, sensitivity analyses could evaluate the impact share of fast-charging
in a mixed public infrastructure. Due to the data sources and models, commuters from outside the city
and long-distance traffic are not included in the study.

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

We present an approach to estimate the charging demand for electric vehicles in an urban setting
for various user groups and future development pathways. The results show that the approach is
suitable for demand-oriented planning of public charging infrastructure. Our main findings are as
follows. First, for demand-based planning, knowledge of users is indispensable as spatial priorities,
and the total amount of charging stations needed vary strongly among different user groups and future
pathways. Second, the availability of private charging infrastructure is crucial when determining
public charging demand. Private infrastructure strongly influences the number of charging stations
needed and affects the spatial distribution of charging demand. Third, city-centered public charging
infrastructure is a future-oriented means of providing demand-oriented infrastructure.

Based on the results, there are several recommendations for public infrastructure for electric
vehicles. First, when expanding charging infrastructure, attention should be paid to technical
developments and user behavior as they both strongly affect the amount and spatial distribution of
charging demand. Second, private charging infrastructure should be supported as users without
private charging infrastructure dramatically increase the need for public charging infrastructure. Third,
focusing on the expansion of public charging infrastructure in the city center is a future-oriented means
of providing demand-oriented infrastructure. Fourth, additional stations should be considered in
selected areas in the outer city. The target users should always be clearly identified and the development
of local forecast needs must be taken into account. Fifth, given the enormous differences in total
charging demand for different user groups, a political decision on which users to address is necessary,
especially when dealing with limited resources.
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In addition, the findings of the paper can be transferred to cities similar to the case study of Berlin.
In particular, the relative distribution of charging demand, the spatial distribution of demand for user
groups, and the differences in demand for future pathways are transferable. Hence the results can be
utilized as an approximation of charging demand for other cities without extensive additional models
and simulations.
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